
Carlington Woods (UNA 121) / Hampton Park Woods (UNA 122)

Without human intervention, the Carlington Woods and Hampton Park Woods are too small to continue
absorbing the impacts of a growing population. For several years, these two urban natural areas (UNAs)
have seen an increased number of users and types of activities, notably mountain biking and children’s
day camps. During this past year, with pandemic restrictions in place, the number of users has spiked
even higher. The speed and scale at which the UNAs are now degrading is alarming.

The Friends want to work with the City, the NCC and community partners to develop sustainable, long-
term plans for Carlington and Hampton. We believe that responsibility for these lands lies not just with
the municipal or federal government but with all residents. They are public lands and we all have a role
in their conservation.

The Value of Conservation

To have the greatest positive impact, urban forests must be considered within the context of their
neighbourhoods and valued for what they are.

From a financial perspective, urban forests are excellent value for the investment dollar. They serve as
emergency cooling centres in heat waves, and help keep excess precipitation from overwhelming sewer
systems. As shown in the figure below, urban forests like Carlington and Hampton provide benefits
valued at about $9,352/ha/yr:1

In the immediate areas around the two UNAs, the population is increasing rapidly but the available
greenspace is not; it is actively decreasing. A short list of developments near or on Carling Avenue

1 Reproduced from Natural Capital: The Economic Value of the National Capital Commission’s Green Network. The
National Capital Commission and the David Suzuki Foundation, December 2016. https://ncc-website-
2.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/natural_capital_economic_value_ncc_green_network_final_dec_1_web.pdf?mtime=201807
31152423&focal=none.



includes more than a dozen residential and mixed-used towers, all within walking distance of the two
UNAs (e.g., Westgate, 861 Clyde, etc.).

Additional measures to protect, and in some areas regenerate the UNAs and other nearby greenspace,
while encouraging maximum natural infiltration in new developments, will be critical to mitigating the
impact of these developments, in particular, excess stormwater.

Study Highlights

UNAs 121 and 122

For the purpose of this study, Carlington Woods was divided into three parts: Carlington North, West,
and South. See Appendices 1 and 6 in the report for the maps of the areas.

UNA 121 Carlington Woods UNA 122 Hampton Woods

Area 22 ha 11 ha

Ownership Carlington North: City of Ottawa

Carlington West and South: NCC

NCC

Maintenance* Carlington North: City of Ottawa

Carlington West and South: presumed
NCC

City of Ottawa

(Contract arrangement between City
and NCC)

Zoning Environmental Protected (EP)

Some EP signage in Carlington North

EP

*Maintenance by the City within the UNAs includes such things as garbage removal, spraying for
poisonous plants, tree removal (safety reasons), mowing, etc. Maintenance by the NCC is not as clear.
Both entities plant trees on their lands.

UNA Descriptions and Roles

Each UNA has different ecological systems within it, with different soils, substrates, ecological values
and roles. The table below sets out their major features.

Carlington North (City) Mature, uplands deciduous forest with steep escarpment on potentially
deep soils. Noted as a significant feature in 2005.

Carlington South
(NCC)

Mostly uplands deciduous with a flat topography and shallow soils over
limestone. Originally mapped as a wetland (2005).

Carlington West (NCC) Mostly plateau; includes a portion of the escarpment (old quarry), with
shallow, rocky soils.

Hampton Soil is deep glacial till and clay. Escarpment ridge has sandier soils with
several large mature trees (deciduous & conifer); southern woods
characterized by a mature deciduous swamp forest. Rated “high” value in
2005.



Both UNAs provide habitat and food for local wildlife, particularly birds, including some protected or
uncommon species such as Merlins, Peregrine falcons, and Eastern Wood Pee-Wees; UNA 121 has
verified observations of Eastern Milksnake and unverified observations of Smooth Greensnake.

Species Inventories

To develop the 2020 species inventories, field visits, public data, and past inventories were used for
comparison.

# of Species Noted
(flora & fauna)

1977 2005 2020

UNA 121
Carlington Woods

~70 flora and
fauna species
observed

37 native plant
species observed;
~50 in total

131 plant species cumulative
143 bird species reported on eBird
between 1975 and 2020

Several reports of milksnake; some of
smooth green snake and salamanders.
No current verified observations

UNA 122
Hampton Park
Woods

~50 flora and
fauna species
observed

~110 ~143 plant species cumulative
~20 invasive species
~24 bird species

Limited number of reptiles, amphibians
and mammals.

Data Gaps

Inventories are not complete and in all cases, concentrate on plant, not animal or insect species. Time
limitations on site visits, and observing in only two seasons, means that not all species are noted. A
living inventory will help to eliminate many of these gaps. The inventories contained in the report are in
the process of being transferred to an online spreadsheet that can be shared and updated by authorized
persons. These inventories will be considered “living” documents and be periodically reviewed and
updated to avoid redoing them in the future.

During the study period, Carleton University students were collecting a variety of plant and animal data
on NCC lands, which included UNA 121. The Friends connected with the university and has an
arrangement to share data with them.

In communications, the Friends have always encouraged residents to report their observations on
iNaturalist and eBird as this crowd sourced data can be verified, and periodically downloaded and added
to existing inventories.



Primary Impacts/Recommendations

2020 Primary impacts Primary recommendations
UNA 121
Carlington
Woods

 Expansion of existing trails and
creation of new walking and cycling
trails

 Significant erosion and soil slumping
in particular areas

 Invasive species dominant in some
areas

 Woods are magnet for garbage,
camping, forts, firepits, human waste

 Fence Carlington North boundary
 Decommission 50% of unofficial trails

and design a cohesive trail network with
markers and signage

 Install public toilets and garbage bins at
pump track to mitigate garbage issues

 Cycling and dog restrictions/rules need
clear signage

UNA 122
Hampton
Park
Woods

 Expansion of existing trails and
creation of new walking and cycling
trails and jumps

 Significant compaction and erosion
around mature trees; mature trees are
shedding lower limbs, bark

 Complete absence of understory plants
in some areas due to trampling, with
probable species loss

 Invasive species becoming more
dominant (esp. Norway Maple,
Japanese Tree Lilac, Japanese
knotweed, buckthorn)

 Decommission 50% of unofficial trails
and design a cohesive trail network with
markers and signage

 Clear rules around acceptable practices in
the woods are necessary, including all
city-run child and youth educational
programs using the park

 Limit fort building to an already
disturbed area

 Undertake pilots to restore uplands
woods

 Continue with invasive species removals
projects

During the course of this study, the National Capital Commission undertook a Japanese knotweed
control project in Hampton Park, continuing the work that the Friends had started in 2019. The Friends
will continue to work with the NCC on this project to monitor for regrowth, and to potentially help with
other regeneration or seeding projects.

Two volunteers with the Friends of Carlington undertook a project of their own to identify a potential
new pollinator garden. As of the end of the year, they were in discussion with Councillor Riley
Brockington about the idea.



Additional Ideas for Discussion

Two earlier studies (NCC 1977, Ottawa 2005) noted that Carlington and Hampton offer great potential
for passive recreation and interpretive education. Despite their current conditions, the two UNAs
continue to offer this potential if it is done sustainably.

The suggestions below offer additional details around some of the recommendations already noted in the
report, and which would provide financial, social and environmental benefits, while supporting many of
the City’s Official Plan “Big Policy Moves.”

1. The need for washrooms is critical. Both UNAs border City parks, which are being increasingly
used for more activities by more people, and human waste is now routinely found in both parks
and UNAs.  The washroom on the City-owned portion of Hampton Park is typically open only
during wading pool hours or for baseball games, which severely limits other outdoor activities at
other times. In Carlington, portable toilets are set up at the ball diamonds only in the summer
months.

2. City and community centre staff that use the park for camps must be trained to teach children
proper forest etiquette. Several times during 2020, school and other children’s groups, such as
day camps, were observed in both UNAs being allowed to bike, move forest debris, stack large
limbs against young, live trees, dig out soils to create berms and jumps, and engage in a variety
of other activities that can harm these small UNAs and disturb the local wildlife.

3. Dog leash rules are rarely enforced and with the number of dogs off leash in both parks and
UNAs, this is inviting trouble. Rules must be posted and clear at all entrances; monitoring and
enforcement may be required.

4. A portion of UNA 121 is adjacent to the Carlington water pumping station. It is our
understanding that a new pumping station is to be built across the gravel road from the old one
and that, eventually, the building would be demolished. Although this is farther into the future,
this could be an opportunity to repurpose a City asset to support outdoor education or as an
interpretive centre, and which could also be a potential revenue stream.

5. In UNA 122, and depending on the current use of the building at the Island Park Drive entrance,
that building could be repurposed for similar uses. If the interior cannot be used, the exterior
could be the canvas for a colourful map and interpretive signage (which might also reduce the
periodic graffiti/tagging of it), and/or for a pilot rooftop garden.


